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ABSTRACT

1249 students from 10 Schools in 5 Faculties at the Queensland 
University of Technology (QUT) in Brisbane Australia completed 
the Perceptions of Learning Environments Questionnaire (PLEQ), a 
semistructured but openended questionnaire designed to gather 
their perceptions about their learning environments.  For any 
learning environment that they chose from a supplied list 
(large/small group lecture, seminar, onetoone teaching, practical 
setting on/off campus), they were given the opportunity to write 
about events that they liked, did not like, felt helped their 
learning or felt hindered their learning ("statements").  In each 
case, they were also asked to indicate why ("reasons").

The data were classified into 55 categories of "statements" and 
47 categories of "reasons". In almost all cases, the categories 
had positive and negative dimensions e.g. "feedback" was either 
"provided" or "not provided".   Analysis of the students' views 
indicate that, within their learning contexts, "like" and "helps 
learning" on the one hand and "dislike" and "hinders learning" 
are synonymous; and, for them, effective teaching is relevant, 
experiential and interactive while ineffective teaching lacks 
structure and direction, is inappropriately paced, lacks variety 
and occurs in a classroom that lacks discipline.  The 
implications of these views and the existence of both forms of 
teaching are examined in terms of the quality debate.

General Format of the Perceptions of Learning Environments 



Questionnaire (PLEQ)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
--

YOUR PERCEPTIONS OF YOUR LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

This questionnaire focuses on how events in learning environments 
influence your learning. You are asked about events which you 
like, which you don't like, which help you in your learning and 
which hinder you in your learning.

You may experience a variety of learning 
environments.  These could include:

LARGE GROUP LECTURES where there are more than 50* 
students;
SMALL GROUP LECTURES where there are between 25 and 
50 students;
SEMINARS/TUTORIALS where there are less than 25 
students;
ONE-
TO-
ONE TEACHING, just student and 
lecturer/tutor;
PRACTICAL SETTINGS ON CAMPUS such as laboratories, 
gymnasia etc.
PRACTICAL SETTINGS OFF CAMPUS such as work 
environments, schools, hospitals etc.

* Numbers are approximate

EVENTS YOU LIKE

For the subject you are now in, think about learning 
environments you have been in which you felt were 
pleasant places to be. In your own words, please 
indicate what made the environments pleasant 
(unpleasant) and why. Give as many examples as you 
can from the different learning environments listed 
above.

An example of how you may respond is:

In _________Seminars_________

I like it when __the lecturer/tutor tries to 

get_to know our names________________________



because ___it makes for a more relaxed

learning_environment_________________________

--------------------------------------------------------------

Questionnaire Formats for "Dislike", "Help" and "Hinder" 
Sections of the PLEQ
--------------------------------------------------------------
Learning Environments

LARGE GROUP LECTURES where there are more than 50* 
students;
SMALL GROUP LECTURES where there are between 25 and 
50 students;
SEMINARS/TUTORIALS where there are less than 25 
students;
ONE-
TO-
ONE TEACHING, just student and 
lecturer/tutor;
PRACTICAL SETTINGS ON CAMPUS such as laboratories, 
gymnasia etc.
PRACTICAL SETTINGS OFF CAMPUS such as work 
environments, schools, hospitals etc.

* Numbers are approximate

"Dislike"

EVENTS YOU DISLIKE

For the subject you are now in, think about learning 
environments you have been in which you felt were 
unpleasant places to be. In your own words, please 
indicate what made the environments unpleasant and 
why. Give as many examples as you can from the 
different learning environments listed above.

"Help Learning"

EVENTS THAT HELP YOU LEARN

For the subject you are now in, think about the 
behaviours and activities of lecturers/tutors and 
students which you feel have helped you learn. In 
your own words, please describe these behaviours and 



activities and also indicate why they helped you 
learn. Give as many examples as you can from the 
different learning environments listed above.

"Hinder Learning"

EVENTS THAT HINDERED YOUR LEARNING

For the subject you are now in, think about the 
behaviours and activities of lecturers/tutors and 
students which you feel have hindered your learning. 
In your own words, please describe these behaviours 
and activities and also indicate why they hindered 
your learning. Give as many examples as you can from 
the different learning environments listed above.
--------------------------------------------------------------

Sample

1249 students from 10 Schools in 5 Faculties at the Queensland University 
of Technology 
(QUT) in Brisbane Australia.

Examples of Students Comments in Each "Statement" and "Reason" Category
NoStatementPositive Pole (+)Negative Pole (-)
.  

1AppropriateInappropriate
There is an
"A reasonable amount
"I am deluged with
appropriate amountof information isinformation."
of information.covered.""Lectures are forced
to cover large
bodies of
information in a
relatively short
time."

2AvailableUnavailable
Availability of
"The tutor is
"The teacher does
lecturer.readily available tonot appear to make



answer myhim/herself
questions."available (after
"The lecturer makeslectures) for
himself availableconsultation."
for consultation."

3AvailableUnavailable
Availability of
"The lecturer places
"There is not enough
resources/lecture material inequipment/material
equipment.the limited accessfor each student."
collection."

4AwareUnaware
Lecturer's
"They speak in
"Lecturers assume
awareness oflayman's terms,you know things."
students'assuming the"The lecturer sets
knowledgeknowledge of theus certain goals too
base/needs.subject is limited."early."
"The lecturer tries
to understand my
learning needs."

5ClearUnclear
Clarity of the
"Things are
"The tutor does not
presentation byexplained well."explain things
the lecturer."The tutor explainsclearly."
step by step how to
do things."

6EquitableFavourites
Equity of
"The tutor speaks to
"I feel I am not

treatment ofeveryone, not justresponded to
students byone personadequately because I
lecturer.(student)."am female.
Preference is given
to a male response."
"The lecturer
continuously voices
his/her disapproval
towards young



students studying
this course."

NoStatementPositive Pole (+)Negative Pole (-)
.  

7DisciplinedNot Disciplined
Disciplining of
"The lecturer can
"Other students talk
class by lecturer.keep control of theall the time and
lecture by making itlecturers do not
more interesting."stop them."

8OccursDoes not Occur
Discussion of
"We are encouraged
"The student giving
course contentto work with otherthe seminar just
among students.students onreads the
problems."information."

9OccursDoes not Occur
Discussion of
"The tutor
"The lecturers don't
course contentencourages activeinclude the
between lecturerstudentstudents."
and students.participation in
discussion."
"There is discussion
amongst students and
the lecturer."

10OccursDoes not Occur
General discussion
"The lecturer
"Discussion isn't
of course contentencourages groupgenerated, or when
(participantsdiscussion."it is very limited,
unspecified).one-sided, shallow,
or not really cared
for."



11EnthusiasticNot Enthusiastic

    Enthusiasm of the
"The lecturer is
"The lecturer drones
lecturer.really excited abouton without
teaching theenthusiasm."
subject."

12EquityLecturer Superior

Equity of status
"The teacher does
"We have lecturers
between lecturernot appear as anwho are
and students.authority figure."patronizing."
"The teacher treats"Lecturers feel they
me as an equal andare superior to
not inferior."their students."

13No DominationSome Dominate
Domination of
"In a group we work
"Other students
classroom by somecooperatively and indominate the
students.a motivated way."discussion."
"Everyone has a"A student dominates
chance to voicethe group and
their opinion."controls the
lecturer's
attention."

14BreakNo Break
The class has a
"We have a ten
"The lecturer goes
break.minute break."straight through
"We are given breakswithout a break for
on the hour."more than 1.5
hours."



NoStatementPositive Pole (+)Negative Pole (-)
.  

15HumourNo Humour
The lecturer is
"The lecturer uses
"The lecturer is dry
humorous/humorous anecdotesand boring."
entertaining.throughout the
lecture."
"The lecturer
provides us with
some comic relief."

16FeedbackNo Feedback
Provision of
"Feedbacks is given
"Feedback is not

feedback byon assignments."given on
lecturer onassignments."
assessment."The tutor fails to
make an attempt to
explain their
marking technique."

17FeedbackNo/Negative Feedback
Provision of
"Our tutor gives us
"There is no
feedback byplenty of positivefeedback."
lecturer to class.feedback."

18InformalFormal
Informal
"We feel comfortable
"The atmosphere is
atmosphere inwith each other."restricting."
classroom."The environment is
less formal."

19InputNo Input
Students are able
"The tutor asks our
"The assignments are
to provide inputopinions onnot negotiated."



into assessment.assessment."
"You are able to
negotiate marks
through contract
learning."

20InputNo Input
Students are able
"The class is
"The area for
to provide inputinvolved in the waydiscussion is
into coursethe course goes."restricted and
content."Students are ablemapped out."
to design the"The tutor assumes
content oftoo much control of
lectures."the learning
session."

21HelpedHindered
Effect on learning
"I am able to

strategies ofactively involve-
students.myself in problem

solving."

22OpenNot Open
Openness,
"The teacher appears
"The tutor is
friendliness, andto have a relaxed,unapproachable."

approachability offriendly
lecturer.personality."

NoStatementPositive Pole (+)Negative Pole (-)
.  

23Organized WellNot Well Organized
Organization of
"Desks, chairs are
"The room is set up
space in thearranged in analways in rows."



classroom.informal way, e.g.
in a circle rather
than rows."

24OutgoingNot Outgoing
Outgoing behaviour
"The lecturer has an
"The tutor is stand-
of lecturer.outgoingoffish."
personality."

25AppropriateNot Appropriate
Pacing of
"The lecturer spends
"The lecturer rushes
presentation bytime focusing on athrough information
lecturer.topic."and subject matter."
"The lecturer speaks
at a relaxed pace."

26SupportNo Support
Provision of 
"The lecturer takes 
"I know what I want
personal supporta personal interestto achieve but do
by lecturer.in me."not have sufficient
instruction."

27PersonalizedNot Personalized
Personalized 
"We're introduced to 
"The tutor after
classroom.each other."eight weeks has not
bothered to learn
our names."

28ComfortableNot Comfortable
Students feel 
"The room is not 
"The rooms are too
physicallycompletely full."warm."
comfortable."I can see and hear"We are in a
at all times."freezing room with a
wall of glass and
wind blowing



outside."

29Practical LearningNo Practical
Practical 
"Practical everydayLearning
application/examples are given 
"The lecturer
experientialto support a point."doesn't give us very
learning occurs."The tutor bringsmuch time on the
the content intocomputers."
everyday practical
examples."

30Good QualityPoor Quality
Quality of audio 
"Overheads are 
"Lectures use old,
visual resources.clear, logical, andfaded, poorly
understandable."outlines OHT's."

31QuestionsNo Questions
Students are able 
"Other student ask 
"You cannot ask
to ask questions.questions."questions."
"The lecturer
encourages students
to ask questions
during the course of
the lecture."

NoStatementPositive Pole (+)Negative Pole (-)
.  
 

 

 

32QuestionsNo Questions
The lecturer asks 
"The lecturer asks 



"The tutor does not
the classprobing questions."ask you the
questions.questions."

33RapportNo Rapport
Rapport of 
"I am able to 
"The lecturer seems
lecturer withdevelop a goodto lack any rapport
class.working relationshipwith students."
with the lecturer."
"The lecturer has a

pleasant rapport
with the students."

34RelevantNot Relevant
Relevance of the 
"You see it how it 
"The problems are
content/experiencereally is."not related to the
."There is new andspecific task at
relevanthand."
information."

35RepetitionNo Repetition
Repetition of 
"The lecturer 
"Difficult practical
information byrepeats an importantpoints are covered
lecturer.fact more thanonly once."
once."

36ReviewNo Review
Review of material 
"The lecturer 

by lecturer.discussed previous-
weeks theory 

questions."

37LikedDisliked
Students' feelings 
"Reasonable study 
"All other tutorials
towards theexercises aredo their homework in
setting of out-of-given."their tutorials and



class work by"A task is given towe are forced to do
lecturer.complete for theother work."
next week."

38Appropriate SizeInappropriate Size
Size of class. 
"It is only a small 
"A group has over 15
group, preferablymembers."
under 15.""There are too many
people, over 80 or
90."

39Small GroupsNo Small Groups
Occurrence of 
"The lecturer/tutor 
"There is
small groupasks us to form ainsufficient time
activities.group of six or sofor group work."
and discuss
something."

NoStatementPositive Pole (+)Negative Pole (-)
.  
 

 

 

40StructuredNot Structured
Structuring of 
"The subject is 
"The lecturer
content/discussionstructured andrambles on."
by lecturer.organized."
"Lecturers have
material either
themed or
chronologically
ordered."



41SupportNo Support
Support from 
"Students 
"People do not share
peers.collaborate andtheir resources
provide a positive(information,
learningarticles, books,
environment."contacts, etc.)."
"Cliques form among
members."

42LikedDisliked
Students' feelings 
"Students are not 
"We have to answer
towards the typebombarded (given toolarge amounts of
of assessment/many assignments)."multiple choice
assessment load."We get assessed onquestions."
a satisfactory/
unsatisfactory
basis."

43UsedNot used
Use of audio- 
"We see slides of 
"The lecturer does
visual resources.the art work we arenot provide audio-
talking about."visual aids."

44Use of a varietyVarietyNo Variety
of human 
"We have a guest 

resources.lecturer from the-
industry." 

45Used WellMisused
Perceived use of 

"The lecturer stays 
"We waste too much
time in class.on track of thetime with chit chat
subject."or with issues not
"There is time forrelevant to the
everyone to expresscourse."
an opinion if they"We use valuable



so desire."lecture time to fill
in research
questionnaires."

46VarietyNo Variety
Use of a variety 
"Things are 
"The lecturer speaks
of classroom/explained incontinuously for the
presentationdifferent ways andfull lecture,
activities.with differentreading from notes."
mediums (visual,
oral, etc.)"
"The tutor gives us
a variety of
learning methods in
the one evening."

NoStatementPositive Pole (+)Negative Pole (-)
.  
 

 

 

47VarietyNo Variety
Use of a variety 
"Classes are taught 
"Organizations don't
of learningoutside thewant to help uni
environments.university setting,students."
e.g. in grounds"We are taught
outside theskills on campus."
building."
"We go out of the
classroom to do
simple field
studies."

48ExpertiseNo Expertise
Lecturer's 
"The lecturer knows 



"The tutor appears
expertise inwhat he is talkingto not know their
content area.about."work."
"The tutor is not
specifically trained
in this subject."

49InternalExternal
Students' feelings 
"I have to research 
"Lecturers are very
of locus offor myself."hard markers and
control.fail huge numbers of
people."

50PositiveNegative
Students' 
"I am involved in 
"Most of the
feelings/(work)situationsstudents have
characteristics.where I can applyexperience with
the theory incomputers (but I
reality."don't)."
"I can go home.""I do not pay full
attention to the
major concepts/
information
presented."

51SupportNo Support
Lecturer's support 
"Lecturers give out 
"An overview of the
of students'comprehensivesemester, lecture
learning.handouts."topics, assessment
"The lecturer givesetc. is not given."
us ideas to think"The lecturer uses
about later."OHT's but does not
leave them up long
enough and doesn't
state the
information is in
the book."



52InterestNo Interest
Students' interest 
"We listen to 
"The lecture is
in/like forsomething that islong, drawn out, and
content ofinteresting."boring."
lecture.

53InvolvedNot Involved
Students' personal 
"I have to discover 

involvement ininformation for-
their learning.myself." 

"I feel that I will
gain what I want to

in the way of
learning."

NoStatementPositive Pole (+)Negative Pole (-)
.   
 

 

54Personal qualitiesLikedDisliked
of lecturer. 
"The lecturer seems 
"The lecturer is a
totally genuine."racist."
"The lecturer is
impatient."

55One LecturerLecturers Change
Consistency of 
 
"The lecturers take



lecturer(s) in-it in turns to give
course. 
the different
topics."

 
 
NoReasonPositive Pole (+)Negative Pole (-)
.   
 

 

1AccessNo Access
Access to the 
"I benefit from a 
"A lot of lecturer
lecturer'sdifferent frame ofinformation gets
perspectives/reference from anmissed."
viewpoints.'authority figure'
in relation to my
studies."
"The tutor answers
the questions
better."

2AccessNo Access
Access to 
"I like working with 
"Students are not
students'people because yougiven the
perspectives/get more ideas."opportunity to
viewpoints."It allows maximumprovide opinions."
student input."
"It allows us as
students to voice
our opinions/
questions on the
subject."

3AccessNo Access
Access to a 
"It allows students 



"It does not allow
variety ofto hear otherthe expansion of
perspectives/peoples' views andone's ideas by other
viewpoints.opinions on thepeoples' thoughts."
subject."

4DecreasedIncreased
Effect on 
"It puts students at 
"Sometimes you're
anxiety/stress/ease."made to feel less
embarrassment."This eases thethan smart."
stress of new
experiences and
reduces some of the
fears."

NoReasonPositive Pole (+)Negative Pole (-)
.   
 

 

5AwareUnaware
Lecture is aware 
"I know she is 
"I have had some of
of students'understanding on thethis work before and
knowledge/ needs.newness of tertiaryit is boring to do
study to me."it again."
"I feel they are
less likely to know
my ability (or lack
of)."

6IncreasedDecreased
Effect on
 
"I feel it is
 
"It is difficult to
clarification/important to clarifygrasp the concept."
understanding ofthings I am"It does not help me
learning.uncertain of."clear up a
"It gives me theparticular issue or
chance to haveidea."



particular"I find it hard to
misunderstandingsunderstand- not
clarified."knowing why and
where certain things
are obtained."
"It is confusing."

7IncreasedDecreased
Effect on 

"My attention 
"I find it hard to
concentration.remains focussed."concentrate on the
lecture."

8IncreasedDecreased
Effect on 
"It is easier to see 
"It makes it
consolidation/the connections indifficult to
integration ofthe material."assimilate the
learning."I can easilysubject of the
associate the newlecture."
work with existing
studies."
"It enables me to
relate theory to
practice."

9IncreasedDecreased
Effect on desire 
"It makes you glad 
"You start asking
to learn/you're doing theyourself- why
motivation.subject. It givesbother."
you that little bit
more incentive."

10IncreasedDecreased
Effect on 
"This makes it a 
"You dread the
enjoyment ofpleasure beingthought of coming to
learning.here."the next tutorial."

No.NoReasonPositive Pole (+)Negative Pole (-)



.   
 

11ProvidedNot Provided
Provision of 
"You input your 
"I can't determine
feedback.ideas and can getwhether my idea
feedback on them."could be justified."
"The tutor fails to
make an attempt to
explain their
marking technique."

12DecreasedIncreased
Effect on 
"People don't get 
"I become
frustration.frustrated."frustrated."

                                             
13GuidanceNo Guidance
Provision of
 
"You know they are
 
"This makes me feel
guidance/there to help if youalone and unguided."
direction/ supportneed it.""I feel so lost
by lecturer."It shows hiswithout guidelines
concern for us andand don't really
his willingness toknow what is
help."expected of me."

14IncreasedDecreased
Opportunity for 
"It enables us to 
"It stifles the
individualizedset our own learningindividual learning
learning.framework."experience.""It
makes the tutor's
job impossible to
give everyone the
help they need."



15IncreasedDecreased
Effect on the 
"It facilitates my 
"You have gained
amount/ ease oflearning."nothing out of the
learning."It broadens mylecture."
knowledge base
further."
"It makes learning
much easier."

16IncreasedDecreased
Effect on the 
"Students will talk 
"It discourages the
amount ofand communicatestudents from
interaction/better with theparticipating."
participation.tutor.""There is little
chance to be
actively involved."

17IncreasedDecreased
Effect on the 
"It creates a 
"People are left out
provision of peersupportive networkand made to feel not
support.between students."wanted."

No.ReasonPositive Pole (+)Negative Pole (-)
 
No 
 

.  

18PromotedNot Promoted
Promotion of an 
"It creates a 
"It makes it a tense
informal/ personalfriendly classenvironment for
atmosphere.atmosphere."people who are
"It makes for a moretrying to copy
relaxing learning(OHT's) down."
atmosphere."



19IncreasedDecreased
Effect on interest 
"It makes it more 
"I lose interest."
in learning.likely that I will
retain interest."

20IncreasedDecreased
Effect on learning
 
"We find out how to
 
"It doesn't make it
by experience/use a programpractical for me,
practicalthrough trial andtherefore isn't
application.error."remembered and
utilized."

21IncreasedDecreased
Effect on 
"This enables 
"You feel apart from
students' personalstudents to becomethe lecture."
involvement inmore involved in the"It gives me no
their learning.learningscope to use my
experience."initiative."
"This enhances the"There is no
involvement in thepersonal
content of theinvolvement."
course material."

22IncreasedDecreased
Effect on personal 
"It helps me to 
"You can't organize
organization ofdiscipline myselfyour time with other
learning.and start somethings to maximize
work."efficiency."

23IncreasedDecreased
Effect on 
"We feel fresh." 
"It is difficult to
students' physicalget comfortable both
comfort.physically and



emotionally."

"There is no room to
move."

24EqualUnequal
Equality of 
 
"Some students tend
student-student-to dominate the
relationships. 
whole time."

NoReasonPositive Pole (+)Negative Pole (-)
.   
 

25SupportedNot supported
Students' 
"I think I learn 
"It blocked my
preferred ways ofbetter that way."process of
learning."I find it the bestquestioning and
way to learn."teasing issues out,
so that I could
learn more
effectively."

26AssistedHindered
Effect on 
"It specifies the 
"We do not have
students'need to doenough time to gain
preparation foradditional reading."knowledge before an
assessment."Students need thisassignment is due to
time in order tobe handed in."
complete their diary
log book."

27IncreasedDecreased
Effect on rapport 
"You like the 



"She's not funny and
of lecturer withlecturer and senseshe has a sick
the class.they think you'resarcastic sense of
okay."humor."

28IncreasedDecreased
Effect on
 
"It gives a
 
"Sometimes it is
relevance ofdimension ofdifficult to see the
material.relevance to therelevance of
subject that maytheory."

otherwise be lost or
overlooked."

29IncreasedDecreased
Satisfaction of 
"It maximizes my 
"You can't get the
students' learninglearning needs."information down."
needs."It allows the"The majority of
course to fulfillstudents are not
our needs, not justgetting their needs
an academicmet."
standard."

30IncreasedDecreased
Satisfaction of 
"It encourages 
"There is always
students' personalsocial skills."plenty of other
needs."Networks arethings we could be
important both atdoing including
uni and in the realacademic work and
world."social."
"It helps you to
look at your own
feelings, thoughts,
and values on the
subject."

NoReasonPositive Pole (+)Negative Pole (-)
.   
 



31IncreasedDecreased
Effect on 
"It means you can 
"It's
students' controlexperiment and learndisempowering."
of their learning/yourself.""I feel very
assessment."It gives us therestricted and can't
responsibility forgive my best."
our own learning."

32IncreasedDecreased
Effect on task 
"It can help me feel 
"You get used to how
orientation.clearer anda lecturer lectures,
committed to my ownand it is hard to
ideas."change patterns mid-
"It makessubject."
association and
commitment to
learning more
effective."
"It makes it easier
to establish a study
pattern."

33PromotedRestricted
Promotion of 
"It helps me think 

"There are no
thinking.in an intelligentthought processes
way."involved."
"It stimulates us to
think and formulate
an opinion."

34IncreasedDecreased
Treatment as a
 
"It makes me feel
 
"I feel like they
person/like an individual."are speaking to a
individual.herd of cattle."



"This makes me feel
insignificant."

35AppropriateWasteful
Use of time in 
"Time is not wasted, 
"It wastes valuable
class.and important worktime."
is not overlooked
because of lack of
time."

36IncreasedDecreased
Variety of 
"It gives a bit of 

learningvariety."-
opportunities."It is a good 

contrast to the
teaching style of
lectures- variety is
the spice of life."

NoReasonPositive Pole (+)Negative Pole (-)
.   
 

37IncreasedDecreased
Effect on 
"People pay more 
"The lecturers, no
discipline inattention and don'tmatter how good they
class.make as manyare, can never seem
distractions."to control
everyone."

38IncreasedDecreased
Effect on 
"It boosts my 
"Confidence can be

students'confidence."lost if others are
confidence in"It enables you toside tracked."



their own ability.be more confident"You don't feel you
about areas you maydon't know or count
be having problemsfor much."
with."

39YesNo
The lecturer is 
"I know I can 
"It makes her seem
open/ friendly/approach her if Ivery
approachable.don't understandunapproachable."
something."
"I find it easier to
approach them when I
have a problem."

40QuestionsNo Questions
Students are able 
"Students are less 
"Unavailability to
to ask questions.afraid to ask aask questions."
simple question."

41EqualUnequal
Equality of 
"It gives people an 
"It is
lecturer-studentequal right tointimidating."
relationshipvoice."
"The lack of
friction and
dominance allows for
an effective
learning
environment."

42AvailableNot Available
Availability of
 
"There is adequate
 

resources /equipment and-
equipment.available
 

resources."



43SuitableToo Heavy
Effect on 
"It allows for 
"We already have a
assessment load.students to shareheavy workload."
the workload."
"I am not doing
unnecessary
research."

NoReasonPositive Pole (+)Negative Pole (-)
.   
 

45FairUnfair
Perceived fairness 
"I believe she is 
"I receive a grade
in grading offair and open tothat I believe is
assessment.changing anyless than what I
requirements thatdeserve or what
are unreasonable orother tutors are
unfair."giving for the same
work."

46ExpertiseNo Expertise
Lecturer's 
 
"I feel that the
expertise in-lecturer is not
content area/ 
always right."
presentation.

47InterestNo Interest
Lecturer's 
"We have the feeling 
"It shows the
interest inthat the tutor isteacher's lack of
students and/orconcerned about us."genuine interest in
their learning.the students'
understanding of a
topic."



Summary of Student Comments - "Statements" and "Reasons" 
Associated with the "Statements"

RankCat.No. of% of
OrderNo.Description of Categorycommentscomments

                                STUDENTS LIKE IT WHEN...Total 
Comments:  2198 

129practical application/experiential learning occurs55125*

2 5presentation/explanation by the lecturer is clear33915

310discussion of content occurs (participants30714
unspecified)

438class size is appropriate20910

527the classroom is personalised142 6

                                STUDENTS DON'T LIKE IT 
WHEN...Total Comments:  1430 

1-25pacing of presentation by lecturer is not32923

appropriate

2- 5presentation/explanation by the lecturer is unclear21115

3-46there is no variety in classroom14910
presentation/activities

4- 7class is not disciplined by the lecturer100 7

5-40content/discussion is not structured by the 90 6
lecturer

                                LEARNING IS HELPED WHEN...Total 
Comments:  1630 

129practical application/experiential learning occurs51131

2 5presentation/explanation by the lecturer is clear34121

351the lecturer supports students' learning16210



432the lecturer asks the class questions118 7

510discussion of content occurs (participants113 7
unspecified)

                                LEARNING IS HINDERED WHEN...Total 
Comments:  1104 

1- 7class is not disciplined by the lecturer35232

2-25pacing of presentation by lecturer is not22320
appropriate

3 - 5 presentation/explanation by the lecturer is unclear108 10 

4-38class size is not appropriate 52 5

5-46there is no variety in classroom 35 3
presentation/activities

*This data is to be interpreted as follows:

2198 statements were made about what students liked.  551 of 
these statements, or approximately 25% of the total of 2198, were 
about practical application and/or experiential learning.

TABLE 2:  Summary of Students' Statements about their Learning 
Environments

CatNo. of% of
.  Statement and Associated Reasonscommentcomment
No.ss

I like it when...
S29practical application/experiential learning occurs

because...
R6it increases clarification/understanding14525
R8it increases consolidation/integration 8815
R28it increases relevance 6111
R15it increases the amount/ease of learning 5910

Total No. of Reasons:576

I like it when...



S5presentation/explanation by the lecturer is clear

because...
R6it increases clarification/understanding15237
R15it increases the amount/ease of learning 5113
R29learning needs are satisfied 4311

Total No. of Reasons:407

I like it when...
S10discussion of content occurs (participants unspecified)

because...
R3there is access to a variety of perspectives/viewpoints 8925
R6it increases clarification/understanding 6117
R15it increases the amount/ease of learning 21 9

Total No. of Reasons:361

I like it when...
S38class size is appropriate

because...
R18it promotes an informal/personal atmosphere 3213
R14it increases individualised learning 3112
R15it increases the amount/ease of learning 2711

Total No. of Reasons:251

I like it when...
S27the classroom is personalised

because...
R18it promotes an informal/personal atmosphere 5523
R34it increases treatment as a person/individual 3414
R4it decreases anxiety/stress/embarrassment 21 9

Total No. of Reasons:241

Sxx:Positive pole of statement category xx
Rxx:Positive pole of reason category xx

TABLE 3:  "Like" Statements and Associated Reasons



Cat.No. of% of
No.Statement and Associated Reasonscommentcomment
ss

I dislike it when...
(S25pacing of presentation by lecturer is not appropriate
)

because...
(R29learning needs are not satisfied10329
)it decreases clarification/understanding 10128
(R6)it decreases the amount/ease of learning   44 12
(R15
)

Total No. of Reasons:361

I dislike it when...
(S5)presentation/explanation by the lecturer is unclear

because...
(R6)it decreases clarification/understanding  9241
(R15it decreases the amount/ease of learning  3013
)learning needs are not satisfied  2411
(R29
)

Total No. of Reasons:227

I dislike it when...
(S46there is no variety in classroom presentation/activities
)

because...
(R19it decreases interest   48 30
)it decreases concentration   20 12
(R7)

Total No. of Reasons:162

I dislike it when...
(S7)class is not disciplined by the lecturer

because...
(R7)it decreases concentration  8051
(R6)it decreases clarification/understanding   24 15

Total No. of Reasons:156

I dislike it when...



(S40content/discussion is not structured by the lecturer
)

because...
(R6)it decreases clarification/understanding   31 24
(R35it wastes time   26 
)learning needs are not satisfied   21 
(R29
)

Total No. of Reasons:130

(Sxx):Negative pole of statement category xx
(Rxx):Negative pole of reason category xx

TABLE 4:  "Dislike" Statements and Associated Reasons

CatNo. of% of
.  Statement and Associated Reasonscommentcomment
No.ss

It helps my learning when...
S29practical application/experiential learning occurs

because...
R6it increases clarification/understanding16632
R8it increase consolidation/integration10220
R15it increases the amount/ease of learning  43 8
R20it increases learning by experience/practical application  43 8

Total No. of Reasons:517

It helps my learning when...
S5presentation/explanation by the lecturer is clear

because...
R6it increases clarification/understanding16747
R15it increases the amount/ease of learning  3811
R29learning needs are satisfied  288

Total No. of Reasons:356

It helps my learning when...
S51the lecturer supports students' learning

because...



R29learning needs are satisfied   41 22
R6it increases clarification/understanding  4022

Total No. of Reasons:185

It helps my learning when...
S32the lecturer asks the class questions

because...
R6it increases clarification/understanding   43 27
R33it promotes thinking   31 19

Total No. of Reasons:160

It helps my learning when...
S10discussion of content occurs (participants unspecified)

because...
R3there is access to a variety of perspectives/viewpoints  6534
R6it increases clarification/understanding   36  19

Total No. of Reasons:190

TABLE 5:  "Help learning" Statements and Associated Reasons

Cat.No. of% of

No.Statement and Associated Reasonscommentcomment
ss

It hinders my learning when...
(S7)the class is not disciplined by the lecturer

because...
(R7)it decreases concentration12655
(R6)it decreases clarification/understanding  39 17

Total No. of Reasons:229

It hinders my learning when...
(S25pacing of presentation by lecturer is not appropriate
)

because...
(R29learning needs are not satisfied 7230
)it decreases clarification/understanding 6627



(R6)it decreases the amount/ease of learning 3816
(R15
)

Total No. of Reasons:244

It hinders my learning when...
(S5)presentation/explanation by the lecturer is unclear

because...
(R6)it decreases clarification/understanding  55 38
(R29learning needs are not satisfied   23  16
)

Total No. of Reasons:146

It hinders my learning when...
(S38class size is not appropriate
)

because...
(R40students cannot ask questions  11 13
)

Total No. of Reasons: 82

It hinders my learning when...
(S46there is no variety in classroom presentation/activities
)

because...
(R19it decreases interest  17 27
)

Total No. of Reasons: 64

TABLE 6:  "Hinder learning" Statements and Associated Reasons


